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Follow-The-Leader Mechanisms in Medical
Devices: A Review on Scientific and Patent
Literature
Costanza Culmone, Fatih S. Yikilmaz, Fabian Trauzettel, and Paul Breedveld

Abstract— Conventional medical instruments are not
capable of passing through tortuous anatomy as required
for natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery due to
their rigid shaft designs. Nevertheless, developments in
minimally invasive surgery are pushing medical devices to
become more dexterous. Amongst devices with
controllable flexibility, so-called Follow-The-Leader (FTL)
devices possess motion capabilities to pass through
confined spaces without interacting with anatomical
structures. The goal of this literature study is to provide a
comprehensive overview of medical devices with FTL
motion. A scientific and patent literature search was
performed in five databases (Scopus, PubMed, Web of
Science, IEEExplore, Espacenet). Keywords were used to
isolate FTL behavior in devices with medical applications.
Ultimately, 35 unique devices were reviewed and
categorized. Devices were allocated according to their
design strategies to obtain the three fundamental subfunctions of FTL motion: steering, (controlling the
leader/end-effector orientation), propagation, (advancing
the device along a specific path), and conservation
(memorizing the shape of the path taken by the device). A
comparative analysis of the devices was carried out,
showing the commonly used design choices for each subfunction and the different combinations. The advantages
and disadvantages of the design aspects and an overview
of their performance were provided. Devices that were
initially assessed as ineligible were considered in a
possible medical context or presented with FTL potential,
broadening the classification. This review could aid in the
development of a new generation of FTL devices by
providing a comprehensive overview of the current
solutions and stimulating the search for new ones.
Index Terms— Minimally invasive surgery, Pathfollowing, Shape memory systems, Snake robots, Surgical
robotics
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I. Introduction

I

N the last decades, minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has
shown many benefits over open surgery, due to a reduction
in the size of incisions made by the surgeon [1]–[3]. Ultimately,
MIS leads to less scar tissue, bleeding, infections, and hospital
time [4]–[6]. Conventional MIS involves the use of rigid,
slender instruments inserted into the body via trocars. In some
cases, such as in laparoscopic surgery, the surgeon’s
maneuverability and vision can be improved by creating an
open space by inflating the body with carbon dioxide. However,
this technique cannot always be used. In some procedures,
natural anatomic pathways such as blood vessels can be used to
reach the target area using passively flexible instruments, e.g.,
flexible endoscopes or catheters. However, in situations in
which natural pathways cannot be used to reach the target area,
external guidance, and support of the instruments is necessary.
This issue becomes fundamental in natural orifice transluminal
endoscopic surgery (NOTES), in which surgeons use the
mouth, nostrils, rectum, and other natural orifices to enter the
human body [7]–[10]. In these scenarios, rigid or passively
flexible instruments are limited in their dexterity, which
negatively impacts the positive outcome of the procedure [11].
It is therefore important to design medical devices that have
high dexterity and additional degrees of freedom (DOF) to
reach targets in confined anatomical structures. Features like
controllable flexibility have been used in the design of many
medical devices [12], [13]. Controllable flexibility allows for
surgical instruments to access target locations in a flexible state
while providing rigid support during the procedure phase.
Another important feature is the device control strategy that is
the way to navigate the instrument into the body and plan the
pathway. One of the most applied control strategies is the socalled Follow-The-Leader (FTL) motion, first proposed by
Choset and Henning in snake-like hyper redundant robots [14].
These robots possess bio-inspired serpentine locomotion in
which the body of the robot follows its tip. This motion allows
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the device to reach a target in a confined space from one entry
point without relying on reaction forces from the environment.
A definition of FTL motion for a medical instrument is given
by Burgner-Kahrs et al. [15], stating that these devices must
“operate in a so-called follow-the-leader manner where their
body conforms approximately to the path taken by their endeffector without relying on anatomical interaction forces.” This
behavior makes it possible to avoid obstacles at all times during
advancement towards a target or retraction from a target,
without applying significant force to any anatomy.
The goal of this study is to provide a comprehensive
overview of methods used to achieve FTL motion in medical
devices from both scientific and patent literature. For inclusion
in this study, the device should be mechanically described and,
a physical or a virtual prototype should be presented.
Moreover, the device should memorize and propagate along the
path taken by the end-effector to comply with the FTL motion.
The devices found in the literature are classified based on the
mechanical aspects providing their FTL motion.
II. LITERATURE SEARCH METHODS
A. Scientific literature search
The scientific literature search was conducted using the Scopus,
PubMed, Web of Science, and IEEExplore databases. Because
the goal was to provide a comprehensive overview of medical
devices that have been designed to have FTL motion ability, the
query was organized in three main aspects named: behavior,
object, and application. All of these aspects had to be present
in the found papers to merit their inclusion in this study. The
behavior terms of the query specify the nature of the devices’
motion. Here, follow the leader*, shape memor*, path follow*,
snake-like, and serpentine were used as search terms to capture
this aspect. In the object category, device*, instrument*,
catheter*, and manipulator* were specified to define the type
of device sought, in this case, any type of medical device.
Finally, the application category specified the medical
application in which the sought devices could be used; *medic*,
surg*, interven*, *scop*, inspec*, diagnos*, treat*, and
therap* were specified for this term. The query was restricted
to title, abstract, and keywords because these areas contain the
essence of the article.
The query was formulated as follows: (“follow the leader*”
OR “shape memor*” OR “path follow*” OR “snake like” OR
“serpentine”) AND (catheter* OR instrument* OR device* OR
manipulator) AND (*medic* OR surg* OR interven* OR
*scop* OR inspec* OR diagnos* OR treat* OR therap*). The
search was limited to English written documents only, and no
time limitations were given. The query was aimed at isolating
results about devices that have an FTL mechanism and are used
in medical applications. The overlapping documents among
different databases were filtered out. The query was discussed
and formulated by all the authors of this review. The appearance
of each word used in the query was further checked in the title,
abstract, and keywords to evaluate its relevance for the search.
B. Patent literature search
The patent literature search was conducted using the Espacenet
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database. The query was limited to search within classification
A61: Medical or veterinary science; hygiene, and further
limited to titles and abstracts (“ta”). The query was expressed
as follows: (ta = “follow the leader” OR ta = “path follow*”
OR ta = “snake like” OR ta = “serpentine*”) AND (ta any
“catheter*” OR ta any “instrument*” OR ta any “device*” OR
ta any “manipulator*”) AND cpc = “A61”. Because the search
was already within the medical classification A61, the
application category became redundant and was omitted. The
term shape memor* was also omitted from this query, as even
though within the context of FTL motion, it refers to the ability
of a device to remember its physical shape, most often the term
is used in materials science, leading to too many irrelevant
results. Finally, the results were filtered to show English results
only.
C. Eligibility conditions
In order to be deemed eligible for inclusion, an item of literature
had to demonstrate a clear medical application, have met all of
the conditions for FTL motion set out by Burgner-Kahrs et al.
[15] in Section I, which means be able to memorize and
propagate the path taken by the end-effector, and have disclosed
the mechanical design of the presented robot, either as a
physical prototype or virtual model. Papers containing only
algorithms or clinical trials of FTL devices without mechanical
background information were not included.
In many cases, FTL systems are not designed for medical
purposes but rather for search and rescue or inspection in an
industrial setting [16], [17]. These systems face fundamentally
different design requirements as compared to medical robots,
often directly using their environment to provide the reaction
forces necessary for movement, a strategy that is undesirable in
the medical field due to the risk of tissue damage. This results
in methods of locomotion that are significantly different from
those designed to interact with human tissue (e.g., wheels [18],

Fig. 1. Four-phases flow diagram for the scientific and patent literature.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of Follow-The-Leader motion divided into three sub-functions. 1. Steering, 2. Propagation, 3. Conservation. Each sub-function
is further analyzed considering the actuator location, propagation manner, and constraint type, respectively.

continuous tracks [19], or legs [20]). Finally, these robots are
much larger than their medical counterparts [21], [22], which
are designed to operate in confined spaces at comparatively
small scales while maintaining biocompatibility and sterility
and interacting with human tissue. Solutions for search and
rescue or industrial inspections were therefore not included in
the study.
The performance of the presented devices did not affect their
selection. For example, some devices cannot carry their weight
and therefore need a surface to operate on [23] or need to be
operated hanging down [24]. In these cases, if the FTL motion
is still present and independent from the environment in at least
one plane, the paper was included.
III. RESULTS
A. Literature search results
The literature search yielded 6638 scientific papers and 158
patents.
Of
the
located
pieces
of
scientific
literature, 3119 results were located using Scopus, 2376 were
sourced using the Web of Science database, 876 results were
found on PubMed, and 267 on IEEExplore Fig 1. Duplicates
were removed by comparing titles with a Matlab script that
selected 3997 individual scientific papers (last update: June
2021). The titles and abstracts of the found papers and patents
were manually checked to exclude documents dealing with
topics different from FTL motion in medical devices. This
selection resulted in 175 potentially relevant scientific papers
and 21 patents. The full texts of these documents were then read
and examined based on the eligibility conditions by the authors.
The references were also checked to find other relevant papers
or patents. Finally, 43 documents were selected from the
scientific and patent literature, covering in total 35 different
FTL devices. The final results were discussed and checked by
all the authors.
B. General categorization
In order to categorize the devices found in the literature, the
concept of FTL motion was divided into three sub-functions:
steering, propagation, and conservation, as shown in Fig. 2.

The principle is that any device capable of FTL motion must
possess all three sub-functions. An FTL system must be able to:
1. Steer the leader/end-effector to the desired orientation.
2. Propagate along a specific path towards a target.
3. Conserve the shape of the path taken by the
leader/end-effector.
Each sub-function was further divided into the type of
solution to achieve the sub-function, Fig. 2. Each type of
solution was then analyzed considering the method to generate
forces for the given sub-function. Since patents often
intentionally cover a variety of suitable actuation methods, the
most emphasized method was assumed for the classification.
Throughout this review, the word “proximal” is used to indicate
the shaft segments that are closest to the operator or handle of
the device, whereas “distal” is used for the segments that are
close to the end-effector of the device.
C. Steering of the device
For FTL devices, steering the device essentially means
manipulating the orientation of the leader/end-effector. The
steering classification concerns the location of the steering
actuator(s) - either inside or outside the body. Steering/Inside
the body indicates that the actuation unit is embedded in the part
of the device that must be inserted into the body of the patient
(e.g., the shaft or the steerable segments). Steering/Outside the
body means that the actuation systems of the robot are not
inserted into the body of the patient, but remain in a module of
the robot (e.g., handle or controller) that is kept outside of the
patient.
The steering motion is generated by forces that actuate the
segment leader/end-effector. The found methods by which
these forces are generated in steering both inside and outside
the body have been subdivided into six groups:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

motor torque or force
thermal deformation force
elastic relaxation force
electromagnetic (EM) force
cable tension force
hydraulic force
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In these groups the leader segment changes orientation because
(a) a torque is applied to its joint by a motor; (b) it is attached
to wires that change their shape with heat; (c) it wants to assume
the orientation with the lowest potential energy; (d) it is
attracted by an electromagnetic force pivoting it in a certain
direction; (e) it is pulled by a cable that bends or pivots the
segment towards a certain direction; f) it is filled with a
pressurized liquid.
1) Steering/Inside body

This group consists of devices that have actuators embedded
within the parts that enter the body of the patient [23], [25]–
[31]. Most of these devices have segments with embedded
motors that control the joint rotation of each segment
individually by applying torque [27], [28], [31]. A unique case
is a device proposed by Chen et al., shown in Fig. 3a [23]. This
particular device uses motors embedded in the segments to reel
in cables and bend the segments with cable tension. Systems
that steer by means of shape memory alloy (SMA) wires, also
referred to as SMA actuators [32], [33], are also considered to
have an actuation inside the body of the patient [25], [26].
Actuation by SMA wires is carried out using a material phase
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change. By changing the temperature of SMA wires, the atomic
arrangement of the material changes [34], reshaping the wire. If
these wires are attached to segments of the FTL device, their
deformation can re-orient the segment. If the temperature is
precisely and actively controlled, the deformation of the SMA
wire can be regulated, making the steering (semi-) continuous
(Fig. 3b) [26]. If the SMA wire is only set to achieve the
threshold for total deformation, the segments have a binary
control assuming only their extreme orientations when
activated [25]. Note that in these devices, the temperature
increases due to current flow through electrical resistance
within the wires. One of the analyzed devices instead uses
electromagnetic (EM) force to pivot the segment to its extremes
in one DOF, obtaining binary steering for each segment, see
Fig. 3c [29], [30]. The EM force is generated within the
segments and is therefore categorized as an actuator inside the
body.
2) Steering/Outside body

This group consists of devices that have actuators in the
proximal handle or controller, external to the parts that enter the
body of the patient. For most of these devices, the steering is

Fig. 3. Examples of actuators inside and outside the body of a Follow-The-Leader (FTL) devices. a) Continuum robot endoscope. The motors in the motor modules
reel in the cables attached to the segment connectors to articulate the segments [23] (ã[2014] IEEE). b) Inside structure of an active endoscope controlled by SMA
actuators. The SMA coils contract when heated up and relax when cooled down with cooling water. The SMA coils are attached to flanges that bend by activating
the SMA actuators [26] (ã[1988] IEEE). c) CAD model of a hyper-redundant FTL system. Each segment is composed of two grey rings. The grey rings are
attached to each other using aluminum joints. The coil (red) around the iron core generates a magnetic field if current runs through it. Depending on the current
direction, the rings swivel relative to their neighbors because of electromagnetic attraction/repulsion. Adapted from [29], [30] (ã[2015] IEEE). d) Two-dimensional
schematic view of an extendable, tendon-driven continuum robot, adapted from [46]. The robot body is divided into three sections, with distal section C at the top
and proximal section A at the bottom and connected to a control unit (not shown). Each section A-C contains five disks loosely placed around a backbone tube in
the middle, with the tube connected to the top disc. The three backbone tubes of sections A-C fit concentrically into one another and are individually retractable.
The top disc of section C connects to three tendons that pass freely through the system to the control unit. Similarly, the top disc of section B connects to three
other tendons, and the top disc of section C connects to a third set of three tendons. In total, nine tendons are controlled by the control unit, as well as the length
of the telescopic backbone tubes. If the distal tube is retracted, section C collapses. Permanent magnets are oriented in a repelling sequence to ensure equal distance
when the concentric backbones are deployed. e) Hydraulic actuated device. The pressurized water in the main body bends the device in different directions, adapted
from [61]. f) Concentric tube device. The tubes bend in the direction of the least internal tension. Operating this precisely results in steering [62] (ã[2015] IEEE).
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achieved using cables [24], [35]–[58]. Pulling or releasing the
cables changes the curvature of the device’s segments. Tensile
force on the cables can be applied by actuators located outside
the body, e.g., electromotors [24], [35]–[38], [40]–[49], [51]–
[56], [59] or manually [39], [50], [57], [58]. The number of
DOF achievable by any given steerable segment is dependent
on the number of cables controlling it; two cables result in one
DOF, whereas three or four cables result in bending in two
DOF. A common arrangement for these devices consists of
rigid spacer disks that guide the cables along the shaft of the
device, with these disks attached to [35] or arranged around one
compliant element [41], [42], [46], running the entire length of
the shaft (Fig. 3d). As this design is analogous to a vertebral
column, the central element is often referred to as the
“backbone” [60]. In devices with multiple steerable segments,
the cables controlling a given segment simply pass through the
disks of the segments they are not intended to control and are
anchored only to the segment they control. By pulling at the
steering cables a local bending torque, which directly relates to
the length of the moment arm relative to their backbone, is
applied, causing the segment to steer. Cables can also be
substituted by pressurized liquids. The combination of more
than two jets bends the segments in two DOF [61], Fig 3e.
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Elastic relaxation forces are used for steering devices
composed of pre-curved concentric tubes [62]–[69]. Precurved concentric tube devices consist of plastically bent tubes
aligned concentrically, Fig. 3f. Here, steering is essentially the
result of the elastic interaction of the tubes. The tubes naturally
want to bend in a certain direction, therefore applying elastic
relaxation forces. By rotating and translating the tubes with
respect to each other, the pre-curved sections will change their
orientation [62]. The rotations and translations of the tubes are
achieved using actuators outside the body. As the motion comes
from the internal elastic forces of the tubes, these devices do not
need cable guiding disks or the creation of space between a
backbone and a tendon to allow moment arms to apply forces
[70]. These types of systems are also called invertebrate robots
due to the lack of a backbone compared to tendon-driven
devices. They are quite popular in the field of medical
instruments because their working principle allows the
construction of very thin devices [71], [72] compared to cabledriven devices. In cable-driven devices, the bending torque
depends on the length of the moment arm relative to the
backbone, requiring a certain thickness for functioning.
D. Propagation of the device
The propagation classification concerns the advancement

Fig. 4. Examples of Follow-The-Leader (FTL) devices with shifting or deploying propagation. a) Example of shifting propagation in which all segments are
independently controlled by dedicated motors on the external control unit. For the advancing motion, an additional motor moves the whole system, adapted from
[37]. b) Snake robotic colonoscope design concept named “hold the snake”. The trans-anal endoscopic microsurgery (TEM) gate is placed in the patient’s anus,
and the robot is inserted through the TEM gate manually by a medical staff member. Electric motors embedded into the shaft segments control the steering and
memorize the shape [28]. c) MemoFlex hyper-redundant mechanical surgical FTL instrument, adapted from [57]. The crank drives a rack and pinion construction
that translates the track – a pre-bent stainless-steel rod that defines the 3D path to be followed. During the forward motion of the instrument, the track moves
through the master module in the direction of the shaft. The master module follows the shape of the moving track and is connected via cables to the slave module
that copies the shape of the master. As the track moves through the master, the slave follows the shape of the track and thereby displays FTL motion over the fixed
shape of the track. d) Example of a concentric tube device designed for optical biopsy applications driven by stepper motors (encircled in green) [65] (ã[2017]
IEEE). e) Tendon-driven continuum robot with an inner tube placed inside an outer tube. The spacer disks and silicone membrane provide a smooth concentric
sliding motion, adapted from [35] (ã[2017] IEEE). f) Highly Articulated Robotic Probe (HARP). The inner and the outer tube alternate their stiffness during
propagation: flexible while advancing (blue), stiff when stationary (red). Cables run through the segments of the inner and outer tubes. Tensioning the cables
compresses the segments and generates normal forces (Fn) at their contact surfaces, thus locking the shape. The friction forces (Ff) between the contact surfaces
of the segments keep the configuration locked, adapted from [43].
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method only of the shaft of the device. The propagation of an
FTL device is essentially the movement of the device shaft
along a path towards a target. The device shaft can either
advance in a shifting manner or a deploying manner. Shifting
propagation, as defined by Ikuta et al., means that the entire
device shaft is part of the advancing movement [26]. All
segments will advance the same distance simultaneously.
Deploying propagation means that a distal segment of the shaft
can advance while its proximal segments remain stationary.
The methods found for generating the forces to provide shifting
or deploying propagating motion have been subdivided into two
groups:
a) motor force (e.g., rack and pinion or lead screw
spindle)
b) manual force (e.g., surgical handle or manual
insertion)
1) Shifting propagation

This group consists of devices that propagate by advancing all
segments of the shaft simultaneously. Most of the found devices
advance with an electric motor to continuously have precise
control and information of the displacement [24], [26], [27],
[29], [30], [37], [38], [40], [45], [47]–[49], [52], [55], [56], [61],
Fig. 4a. Conversely, some prototypes do not have real-time
information on device advancement, thus they are programmed
to steer segments on time for a constant advancement speed
[23], [25], [31]. Other devices are designed for manual insertion
and have other aids to account for the insertion depth [28], [50],
[57], [58]. An example of the latter is the semi-automatic snake
robot for NOTES shown in Fig. 4b. The device is inserted
manually, and its insertion depth is tracked by a trans-anal
endoscopic microsurgery (TEM) trocar equipped with halleffect sensors [28]. Another manually operated device that does
not need an external tracer module is the hyper-redundant
surgical instrument shown in Fig. 4c. The manually actuated
passive rack and pinion mechanism advances the device by
turning a crank, which creates a direct kinematic relation
between the crank rotation and the forward motion of the device
[57].
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based on spacer disks that cannot be fixed to the backbone since
the backbone extends. To keep the equal distribution of disks
along the backbone, the loose disks contain mutually repelling
permanent magnets. This means that the individual disks in the
mechanism behave as separated by a spring, but unlike a spring,
which has a minimum compressed length, the magnetic field
can be compressed until there is no space between the magnets
[35], see Fig. 4e. The third type of concentric mechanism is the
so-called alternating devices that switch the stationary part of
the system [36], [43], [53], [54]. Instead of having multiple
concentric tubes telescopically advancing one after another,
these systems only have two concentric parts that switch in
propagation; when the inner segments advance, the outer
segments are stationary and vice versa, making it a deploying
propagation. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4f. As an
alternative to this concentric version, the two alternating shafts
can also be aligned parallel to each other [44].
E. Shape conservation of the device
Conserving the shape of an FTL device means assuming the
shape of the path taken by the leader/end-effector during the
entire propagation and memorize it. This means that the
advancing segments of the device are essentially constrained in
their movement. The constraint can be applied through the
software or the hardware of the device. A software constraint
means that the movement of the segment is determined by a
computerized controller that maintains the configuration of the
shaft of the device. Without a controlled actuation, this segment
would be physically free to reconfigure. In practice, this implies
that there is no dedicated mechanism other than the actuation
system used for steering, which can preserve the global shape
and pose of the shaft. In other words, the shape constraint is
virtual, existing only in the control software of the device.
Conversely, a hardware constraint means that a physical
mechanism determines the movement of the segment. Note that
the mechanism could still be activated using a controller, but
the constraint on the movement of the segment is physical. The

2) Deploying propagation

This group consists of devices that propagate by advancing the
relative distal segments of the shaft while the relative proximal
segments of the device remain stationary, e.g., in Fig. 4d, tubes
3 and 2 remain stationary while tube 1 advances. Since
concentric tube systems propagate a tube while another remains
stationary, these systems usually advance in a deploying
manner by means of linear motor force. Three different types of
concentric mechanisms have been found in the literature: precurved concentric tubes, steerable concentric devices, and
alternating devices. Pre-curved concentric tubes [62]–[69],
often referred to as telescoping mechanisms [66], slide
concentrically using a linear motor force, see Fig. 4d. Steerable
concentric devices [35], [39], [41], [42], [46], [51], [59] use the
same deployment mechanism, but since this devices are not precurved, an additional force is required to actively steer the
tubes. A particular type of such a concentric mechanism is

Fig. 5. Examples of software constraints. a) Motor-based articulated robot.
Each DOF is controlled by a motor placed directly into the steerable shaft. The
shape is conserved holding the torque. Adapted from [27] ã[2013] IEEE). b)
Cable-driven catheter for transbronchial biopsy. The catheter uses a cabledriven push/pull mechanism to control the three steerable segments. The user
uses a joystick to actively steer the end-effector and follow the path [55]. c)
Manipulator based on SMA actuators. Each segment is controlled by three
SMA actuators. The orientation of the segment is obtained by heating up the
SMA wires, adapted from [25].
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physical constraint can be applied in the handle or the shaft of
the device. Naturally, the constraint type is closely related to the
advancement method, as the shape is often conserved by the
method of propagating.

kinematics where the device configuration becomes the input
for the computerized actuation and/or path planning algorithms
that may use cost-functions to minimize the configuration
perturbation.

1) Software constraint

2) Hardware constraint

This group consists of devices that maintain their shape using a
software constraint, where advancing segments have a virtually
assigned direction. For this group, the shape is held by
maintaining the position of the steering actuation. In devices
with electric motors, the shape taken by the segment is held by
holding the torque at each joint [27], [28], [31] (Fig. 5a). In
devices with cables, the position taken by the segments is kept
by holding the tension on each segment [23], [24], [37], [38],
[40], [45], [47]–[49], [52], [55], [56], and in devices with
hydraulic actuation by holding the pressure [61] see Fig. 5b.
Devices with SMA actuators hold the shape by maintaining the
right temperature for each segment [25], [26] (Fig.5c), whereas
devices with electro-magnets conserve their shape by
maintaining the magnetic force [29], [30], Fig. 3c. When
propagating, the segments change their orientation to
compensate for the change in configuration due to the device
translation. This behavior can be achieved with inverse

This group consists of devices where the shaft segments are
physically constrained to advance only in the desired direction
by a mechanism inside the shaft or the handle of the device. The
found methods that generate the forces for shape conservation
in devices based on hardware constraints can be subdivided into
four groups:
a) steering actuation force
b) friction force
c) interlocking geometry force
d) elastic interaction force
where the shape of the device is maintained by (a) holding the
actuation of the steering mechanisms (e.g., by applying torque
or maintaining cable tension), (b) using friction forces in the
shaft to prevent segment motion, (c) using interlocking
structures in the shaft to prevent segment motion, or (d)
leveraging the superposition of elastic interaction forces
seeking minimum potential energy.

Fig. 6. Examples of hardware constraints. a) FTL continuum robot. The segments are deployed in order from the most proximal (blue) to the middle (green) and,
finally, the most distal segment (red). The shape of a relative proximal segment is held by the steering cables, while its relative distal segments advance
concentrically through this fixed curve. Thus, the relative proximal segments form physical constraints to the advancement of the leader/end-effector towards the
target [41] (ã[2016] IEEE). b) A pair of continuum concentric tubes with relative infinite stiffness of the outer tube (blue). When the inner tube (grey) is retracted,
the outer tube dominates the stiffness and therefore the shape. When a portion of the inner tube slides out, the inner tube relaxes to its initial curvature [68] (ã[2006]
IEEE). c) A pair of continuum concentric tubes with similar stiffness. A superposition of both inner and outer tubes with differently bent aligns the tubes in an
intermediate position. The systems hold the configuration with elastic interaction forces, adapted from [114] (ã[2006] IEEE). d) The device consists of two
identical tendon-driven continuum robots: the follower continuum robot (FCR) and the leader continuum robot (LCR). A clamp system, based on piezo-actuators,
pinches the tendons, holding the configuration of the LCR and the FCR, alternately, adapted from [36]. e) The MemoSlide programmable cam. The left figure
shows the mechanism responsible for the MemoSlide shifting in which the main components of the mechanism are the leader element (blue), the follower controlpoints (green), and the memory elements (yellow). A red cross indicates when one of these components is geometrically locked. The right figure shows a top view
of the proof-of-concept prototype. The memory and follower elements have teeth on the upper surface. These teeth interlock with the teeth on the bottom surface
of the locking bars (red). When the lever is rotated, the left and right cam operate the sequence. The two bars move out of phase, alternatively locking and releasing
the follower and memory elements, adapted from [58].
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Most devices leveraging deploying propagation depend on
advancing individual segments of the shaft in a particular
sequence for the shape conservation method to work. These
devices are classified as having a hardware constraint given by
steering actuation forces [35], [41], [42], [46], [51], [59]. An
example is shown in Fig. 6a. The proximal segments of the
device are advanced first and are steered along the desired path.
Once the endpoint of its insertion movement has been reached,
the segment stops moving and holds its shape. Thereby, it acts
as a guide for a distal, concentrically aligned segment that
begins a movement physically constrained to the path taken by
the now stationary proximal segment. Since the leader segment
is concentrically guided by its proximal follower segments, the
device shape always conforms to the path taken by the leader.
The hardware constraint in pre-curved concentric tube
devices is given by the elastic relaxation forces of the concentric
tubes. If the (stationary) proximal tube has a strongly dominant
stiffness relative to the (propagating) distal tube, the
(stationary) proximal tube is considered to be a hardware
constraint for the (propagating) distal tube [63]. However, if the
tubes have similar stiffnesses, the device shape is determined
by the superposition of the tube shapes [62], [64]–[69]. This
means that the tubes have to re-orientate collectively to
maintain the desired configuration being a hardware constraint
for each other. The difference between these concentric tube
mechanisms is schematically shown in Figs. 6b-c. Due to the
presence of pre-curved shapes, pre-curved concentric tube
devices are limited in the paths they can follow [73].
As opposed to pre-curved concentric tube devices, in
alternating devices, the concentric/parallel parts can be
alternately locked and fixed in shape so that each of those two
parts forms the stationary guide for the other as it propagates.
This forms a hardware constraint for the concentric/parallel
propagating part that slides along it. The alternating devices
found in the literature use friction forces [36], [43], [44], [53],
[54], or geometry locks [39] to hold the configuration of the
stationary part. The friction force is achieved by compressing
the segments with cable tension [43], [44], [53], [54], or by
pinching the steering cables with piezo-electric deformation
[36], Fig. 6d. Geometry locking activated by cable tension or
SMA actuators in an alternating device is proposed in the patent
of Sadaat et al. [39]. Other interesting examples are the devices
presented by Henselmans et al. [50], [57], [58], in which a
geometry lock is used in the control handle outside the body to
constrain the motion of the segments inside the body. Having
the hardware constraint placed into the handle allows for larger
space to design a dedicated locking mechanism that acts
directly on the actuation of the segment. The locking
mechanisms designed by Henselmans et al. contain either precurved rods [57] (Fig. 4c), pre-programmed physical tracks
[50], or programmable physical tracks, such as the system
shown in (Fig. 6e) [58].

reducing the potential for patient injury due to contact between
the shaft of the device and the surrounding tissue. Apart from
the risk of injury, poor path-following may also result in longer
procedure times, thereby increasing cost [74], [75]. With this in
mind, it is naturally of interest to compare FTL devices found
in the literature by their relative leader-following capability.
This section further compares the reported procedure times, the
forces exerted by devices on their environments, and their sizes.
Different metrics may be used to evaluate the path-following
ability of a device, such as a root mean square (RMS) error [65]
or an overlaid motion footprint [57]. The most common metric,
however, is the deviation of the device from its intended path,
expressed either as an absolute value or as a percentage of the
insertion length of the device being evaluated (Fig. 7). Many
publications do not provide a quantitative assessment of pathfollowing ability, and path deviation depends heavily upon
many factors, such as propagation speed, insertion length, and
the number and nature of the curves along the path. This makes
it difficult to meaningfully identify relationships between
device classifications and leader-following ability.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to gain a qualitative insight into
the capabilities of devices proposed in the literature. Table I
shows the deviation values for nine of the devices found in the
literature.
Another important aspect is the ability of the device to
precisely follow the described path not only during the device
insertion but also during retraction. Only a handful of papers
explicitly stated that the device is capable of reversed FTL
motion [24], [28], [36], [40], [43], [50], [57]–[59]. Concentric
tubes [59] or alternating devices, such as the HARP [36], [43],
can reverse the advancing order of the concentric elements,
whereas manually-actuated systems are manually pulled
backward [28], or the insertion movement is inverted; i.e., the

IV. DISCUSSION

Fig. 7. Accuracy comparison of the devices that explicitly reported the
deviation from the path of the device. The minimum (blue) and maximum
(orange) deviation are shown as bars. The dot markers show deviation as a
percentage of insertion length, where blue signifies the minimum absolute
value and orange is the maximum absolute value. The two devices with the
lowest reported deviation steer the leader with cables from outside the body,
advance in a shifting manner with linear actuators, and apply a software
constraint to the device.

A. Comparison of FTL device performance
1) Path following ability

One of the primary design goals of FTL medical devices is to
allow better access to sites in tortuous anatomy whereas
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crank is turned in the opposite direction [50], [57], [58].
However, even if not explicitly stated, electromechanically
actuated devices with independent segments should be capable
of backward motion by reversing the actuator motion.
2) Propagation speed

To justify the use of an FTL device in a procedure that can also
be carried out conventionally, the device should potentially be
safer, more accurate, and enable faster procedure times. The
decrease in time, in fact, should not compromise the procedure
safety, and the device should not damage the surrounding
tissues but rather increase the accuracy of the procedure.
Propagation speed, however, is often not explicitly reported as
a performance metric and can be affected by the surgeon’s
experience, and most of the literature deals with an early-stage
technology not yet optimized for speed. Information on
procedure time is mentioned in only a few publications
presenting pre-clinical studies and clinical trial results. The FTL
system proposed by Gao et al. [56], for example, shows an
increased procedure time when performing a ventriculostomy
and tumor biopsy in patients with normal anatomy, whereas
reporting a significantly reduced procedure time in patients
with abnormal anatomy. The HARP device proposed by Degani
et al. [53], [54] reports procedure times comparable to
operations performed with other robotic platforms for
epiglottectomy on a cadaver [76].
3) Tissue reaction force and operating force

Another relevant performance metric is the magnitude of the
forces exerted on the device’s surrounding anatomical
structures. By decreasing the force applied to the surrounding
tissues, potential damage to these tissues can be reduced [37]
[55]. Again, only a few publications measured and reported this
aspect. For example, the robotic catheter for transbronchial
biopsy proposed by Dupourqué et al. reduced the reaction
forces measured with a force sensor on the phantom wall from
0.94 N with a manual catheter to 0.13 N and the average path
deviation from 0.95 mm to 0.54 mm [55].
The operating forces of some devices are also measured to
assess the possibility of supporting other equipment, ensuring
stability during the procedure. For example, the robotic
endoscope proposed by Lee et al. [37] allows the insertion of
medical instruments through the central lumen of the device
while holding a load of up to 15 N applied either axially or
laterally at the distal tip of the device without changing its
shape. This was manually measured using a push/pull gauge
applied to the end-effector of the device. Likewise, Kang et al.
stated that their device, shown in Fig. 6d, ensures an operating
force of approximately 4-8 N at an advancement speed of 1.5
mm/s [36]. In this case, the force was measured by externally
pushing the device end-effector with a force sensor constrained
to a linear stage.
4) Size

One of the major determinants of potential applications for a
flexible medical device is the device’s shaft diameter, and 19
publications were found that explicitly reported the diameters
and lengths of their respective proposed devices. On the one

Fig. 8. Size comparison of the devices with explicitly reported maximum
diameter and length, in ascending order of shaft diameter (blue bars). The
orange markers show the ratio of diameter to length of each device. The first
authors and the device classification are shown underneath the graph; A:
actuators inside the body, B: actuators outside the body, a: motor torque force,
b: thermal deformation force, c: elastic relaxation force, d: electromagnetic
force, e: cable tension force.

hand, the shaft diameter is directly related to the surgical
application the device is designed for. When the application is
for instance in the gastrointestinal tract, the device can reach a
diameter of 13 mm [77], whereas in applications such as
neurosurgery 3.5 mm in diameter is the maximum [56]. On the
other hand, the mechanism used to achieve FTL motion also
requires a certain minimum shaft diameter. It was found that
devices with actuators located inside the body (Fig. 8, actuator
location “A”) have larger diameters than devices with actuators
located outside the body (Fig. 8, actuator location “B”). Precurved concentric tube devices with elastic relaxation as
steering mechanism (Fig. 8, steering mechanism “c”) have the
smallest diameters, followed by devices that apply cable tension
(Fig. 8, steering mechanism “e”) from outside the body.
Notable exceptions are the devices proposed by Kang et al.
[36], which has no steering actuators but six shape locking
actuators for each segment located inside the body, and the one
proposed by Lee et al. [37], which is originally designed for
NOTES and for which the authors propose many potential size
reduction options.
5) Medical Applications

FTL devices have been developed for different medical fields
due to the ability to move through tortuous paths and avoid
obstacles (Fig. 9). Gastrointestinal applications such as
gastroscopy or colonoscopy are one of the major application
fields [26], [31], [39], [40]. Conventional flexible endoscopes
are passively inserted into the colon. However, high forces can
be applied to the colon walls increasing the patient’s discomfort
and creating difficulties for the clinician [78]. Having active
navigation during colonoscope insertion would avoid high
stress to the colon walls and open new possibilities in diagnostic
and treatment for gastrointestinal pathologies. Chen et al. [23]
proposed an FTL device able to follow the curves of the colon
without relying on the anatomical wall and therefore
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Fig. 9. Medical applications of FTL devices. Cardiac surgery, adapted from [54] (ã[2006] IEEE); neurology, adapted from [45](ã[2018] IEEE); cochlear implant
[67]; transbronchial intervention, adapted from [55]; vascular intervention, adapted from [51] (ã[2020] IEEE); gastrointestinal surgery [23] (ã[2014] IEEE);
urology, adapted from [52] (ã[2013] IEEE).

simplifying the insertion, decreasing the chance of wall damage
and patient discomfort. Other examples of FTL systems are the
device by Gao et al. [56] and Yoon et al. [47] that find their
application in neurosurgery. Gao et al. proposed a device for
endoscopic third ventriculostomy and tumor biopsy. The device
uses FTL motion to minimize tissue trauma while reaching the
operation site. Yoon et al. designed a device for endoscopic
maxillary sinus surgery able to follow the tortuous path through
the nasal cavity [45]. Transluminal procedures are also a
possible application of FTL devices due to their ability to move
in confined spaces and provide a stable platform to operate [27],
[37], [58]. Bajo et al. proposed an FTL device for transurethral
bladder resection that allows the surgeon to operate without a
priori knowledge with full control of the end-effector DOF
[52]. Another possible application is endoscopic biopsies; for
example, in organs such as the lungs, the diagnostic sensitivity
of biopsies - the success rate of the procedure - is lower than
25% in the peripheral airways due to the difficulties in reaching
and extracting the biopsy samples [79]. Dupourqué et al.
proposed a device for transbronchial biopsy in which the FTL

motion enhances the surgeon’s maneuverability in reaching the
peripheral bronchi of the lungs [55]. Applications can also be
found for cardiovascular surgery [54], endovascular
interventions [51], and extra-vascular procedures where the
FTL device cannot rely on the vessels’ wall to follow the
desired path [44]. Other possible applications of FTL devices
are optical biopsies [65], application of cochlear implants [67],
and treating epilepsy with laser ablation of the hippocampus
[66].
B. Common steering and shape conservation strategies
1) Steering

A widespread design approach in the steering of FTL devices is
the combination of actuators located outside the body with
tendons transmitting the forces generated by the actuators to the
tip of the device. All but one of the 20 devices using tendons to
steer the device utilize this strategy. Looking at the published
size (Fig. 8) and performance data (Table I), it becomes clear
that the goal of this strategy is to use precise motor control to
steer a thinner shaft, a goal achieved with some success.

TABLE I
DEVIATION FROM THE PROPAGATION PATH REPORTED BY NINE FTL DEVICES FOUND IN THE LITERATURE.
Deviation (mm)

Deviation (%)

First author (year)

Min.

Mean

Max.

Min.

Mean

Max.

Dupourqué (2019)

-

0.54

-

-

0.27

-

Chen (2014)

13.50

15.00

29.50

1.50

1.60

3.20

Zhang (2019)

2.00

3.35

4.80

1.20

1.60

2.90

Gilbert (2015)

-

2.00

-

-

2.50

-

Amanov (2019)

-

-

-

-

2.60

14.00

Amanov (2017)

6.70

5.00

10.00

9.60

7.10

14.00

Gao (2019)

0.16

-

1.78

0.27

-

3.00

Granna (2016)

-

-

0.81

-

-

5.00

Henselmans (2019)

15.00

-

40.00

13.00

-

36.00

Publications reporting path deviation data provided either the absolute value in mm (shown in columns 2-4) or as the deviation per unit inserted length, reported
in percent (columns 5-7). Table sorted in ascending order of mean percentage deviation. Unreported data are marked with a “-”.
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Whereas systems using elastic relaxation tend to have smaller
diameters (Fig. 8), they tend to have a mediocre path deviation
per unit inserted length when compared to cable tension based
devices. The accuracy of concentric tube robots tends to be
highly dependent on the task and the design of the tubes. The
tube shapes are specifically designed to achieve optimal pathing
and advancement towards the target [80], [81]. Therefore, these
devices are often designed for a particular medical procedure
that requires a path with a specific, near-constant shape, e.g.,
neurological procedures [82], treatment of hydrocephalus [63],
a biopsy of olfactory cells [64], or cochlear implant insertion
[67]. Table I shows the published path deviation data; Gilbert
et al. [66] and Granna et al. [67] are both steering/outside body,
elastic relaxation devices, whereas Chen et al. [23] utilize
tendons combined with actuation inside the body.
Furthermore, SMA and EM actuators were only found to be
used as actuators inside the body [25], [29], [30]. This is most
likely since these technologies can create individual actuators
that are smaller than standard electric motors, leading designers
to attempt to integrate them into the shaft of a device. However,
this strategy does not necessarily result in smaller steerable
shafts; in Fig. 8, it can be seen that these devices possess
diameters of over 40 mm.
2) Shape conservation

Software constraints were found to be used by 17 out of 35
systems. These devices were universally found to use their
steering actuation to conserve their shape, most likely because
this is the simplest way for an electromechanically controlled
system to hold its shape: if the actuator maintains its position,
the device should stay in the same configuration. This
simplicity precludes other additional shape locking strategies
such as friction, interlocking geometry, or elastic interactions,
as they would add complexity with no real benefit.
Conversely, hardware constraints were used by 18 out of 35
devices with a variety of shape conservation strategies. For
example, almost all concentric tube robots utilized their elastic
relaxation properties to retain their shape, whereas geometry
locking systems were engaged either by cable tension or SMA
actuators. Friction locks were used exclusively by three FTL
devices, such as the one shown in Fig. 4f. All three of these
devices [36], [43], [44], [53], [54] consist of alternating systems
that realize FTL motion due to their ability to alternatingly
advance while locking and unlocking their shape. Two
TABLE II
EXISTING COMBINATIONS OF THE THREE FTL SUB-FUNCTIONS IN THE
DEVICES FOUND IN THE LITERATURE.
Sub-function
Number
Description
of devices
1
2
3
A

A

A

Actuation inside body, Shifting
propagation, Software constraint

7

B

A

A

Actuation outside body, Shifting
propagation, Software constraint

10

B

A

B

Actuation outside body, Shifting
propagation, Hardware constraint

3

B

B

B

Actuation outside body, Deploying
propagation, Hardware constraint

15

Sub-functions: 1. steering, 2. propagation, 3. conservation. The devices combine
types A or B from each sub-function to achieve FTL motion.

9

Fig. 10. Overview of combined sub-functions to achieve FTL motion in
medical devices. Three FTL sub-functions steering, propagation, and
conservation, associated with the colors red, blue, and green, respectively, are
each executed in either type A or B. The number of devices found in the
literature that are allocated to each type is noted in the grey nodes close to the
schematic drawings. For example, from the 35 devices, 20 advance in a shifting
manner (blue: Advancement method A. Shifting), and the remaining 15 devices
advance in a deploying manner (blue: Advancement method B. Deploying).
The cross combination of two sub-function types is shown in white nodes
between the arrows associated with the sub-functions. The color of the
perimeter and arrows correspond to the sub-function with the same color. For
example, from the 20 devices that propagate in a shifting manner, seven have
actuators inside the body (red arrow from A. Inside the body and blue arrow
from A. Shifting), and 13 have actuators outside the body (red arrow from B.
band blue arrow from A. Shifting).

mechanisms were found by which friction was translated to the
stiffness of the shaft. Kang et al. used friction between
piezoelectric clamps and tendons to prevent the tendons from
moving relative to the shaft, thereby locking the system’s shape
[36]. On the other hand, the systems developed by Degani et al.
and Chen et al. used the friction between rigid shaft elements to
conserve the shape of the device [44], [53]. Degani’s design
applies tension on all of the steering wires simultaneously to
compress the shaft elements together in the axial direction,
whereas Chen’s system possesses a dedicated tendon used to
compress the elements together. These differing strategies
further appear to affect device diameters; Chen et al. report a
diameter of 6 mm, although as this system uses two parallel
shafts, its overall diameter increases to at least 12 mm at the
widest point. Degani’s design is concentric, but also reports a
size of 12 mm. Kang et al. cite a much larger diameter of 30
mm due to miniaturization limits with the piezoelectric clamps
[36], supporting the argument that including any kind of
actuator, even actuators that are already highly miniaturized, in
the shaft of a device leads to much larger device diameters.
C. Design combinations in FTL devices
The designs proposed in the literature tend to cluster around
certain combinations of design choices, as shown by Table II.
Whereas eight combinations of the two types for each subfunction are theoretically possible (Fig. 10), only four are
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published. For example, every single one of the seven devices
utilizing actuators inside the body controls its segments
individually, enabling them to propagate in a shifting manner
with software constraints. Actuation inside the body is usually
less preferred than actuation outside the body due to limits in
the miniaturization of the actuation components. However, with
the great progress in soft robotics, new solutions can be
investigated, leading to combined systems with, for example,
actuation inside the body with deployment propagation.
Conservation and propagation are closely related, as the
manner of propagation can intrinsically provide shape
conservation, particularly in systems that deploy to propagate.
All of the 15 devices that advance in a deploying manner use
hardware constraints to conserve the shape of the path taken by
the leader/end-effector and have actuators located outside the
body. Deploying devices exclusively use hardware constraints
as their alternating nature means that at least one of the
concentric shafts always serves as a physical constraint, making
software constraints redundant. Conversely, 17 of the 20
devices propagating in a shifting manner apply a software
constraint, as shifting propagation requires individual control of
the segments that is commonly combined with feedback control
to impose software constraints as discussed in Section III-D.

Fig. 11. Examples of medical devices with FTL potential. a) Fluid actuated
segment. Three pneumatic chambers can fill up with air. Combining the
inflation of these chambers can bend the segment in various directions. If all
chambers are filled, the segment elongates straightly. The stiffening channel
(brown) serves as a backbone and contains coffee grains that serve as a granular
interlocking substance. The grains in the stiffening channel can be compressed
by a vacuum, stiffening the channel, and keeping the orientation of the segment.
Adapted from [84] (ã[2013] IEEE). b) Hydraulic actuated active catheter. The
catheter maneuvers through a blood vessel towards the target. The control tube
supplies the fluid to all control valves. Depending on the pressure of the fluid
supplied from the control tube, the valve opens, and the fluid enters the bellow,
making it expand [87] (ã[2012] IEEE). c) Pneumatically actuated shape
locking mechanism. When the segments bend, the links displace the sliders.
The sliders contain teeth that can interlock with the stoppers. If air flows into
the air tube, the air tube expands and pushes the stoppers upwards compressing
the springs. The interlocking teeth prevent the sliders from moving, fixing the
position of the links and therefore the orientation of the segments. If the air
leaves the air tube, the compressed springs reset the stoppers downwards.
Adapted from [88].
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The remaining three devices [50], [57], [58] apply a hardware
constraint to the segment shape. Unlike hardware constraints in
deploying devices, hardware constraints in shifting devices are
located outside the body alongside the actuation system. These
constraints act directly on the actuation of a given segment. This
constrained actuation is further mechanically coupled to the
device translation, resulting in a shifting propagation. The
devices proposed by Henselmans et al. have a physical track (a
programmed cam or a pre-curved rod) that serves as the
physical constraint for the segment actuation in the controller
[50], [57]. The physically constrained actuation is then
transferred with cables to the instrument shaft. Thus, relocating
the concentric physical constraint mechanism to a module
outside the main body results in a shifting propagation with a
hardware constraint. While it is difficult to directly compare
devices based on the number of DOF, the inherent expense of
including additional actuators in any given robotic system
makes it desirable to increase the number of DOF controllable
per actuator. Most of the surveyed devices showed a ratio of
between 0.5 and 1.5 DOF per actuator. Some devices with
hardware constraints showed, however, a higher number of
DOF per actuator. Devices with hardware constraints showed a
higher number of DOF per actuator. Notable outliers are [50],
[57] (with a geometry lock in the handle control), and the
alternating device proposed by Degani et al. [53], which
showed 28, 36, and 17 DOF/actuator, respectively.
D. Assessment of alternative solutions for FTL medical
devices
Medical devices with FTL potential: Many devices found in the
literature contain two of the three sub-functions to achieve FTL
motion. Various devices with pneumatic or hydraulic actuation
show potential for FTL capabilities with pneumatic or hydraulic
actuators. A device excluded uses two pneumatically extensible
and bendable segments in series, Fig. 11a [83], [84]. Steering
each segment is achieved by filling the fluid chambers inside
the segment, whereas their configuration is hold using granular
jamming, a mechanism used in medical devices or soft robotics
to adjust the system stiffness [85], [86]. Keeping a similar
configuration to the one proposed by Ranzani et al., an FTL
motion could have been achieved using a deploying mechanism
to propagate the shape, as for the concentric tubes.
Another excluded device uses hydraulic bellows inside a
catheter of 3 mm in diameter to steer the segments [87], Fig.
11b. Depending on the pressure, the bellows stretch or shrink
the segments on one side, making them bend. The system
contains special valves that allow for independent control of
each segment. The authors claim that the device operates with
safe pressures for blood vessels and uses saline solution as a
hydraulic fluid. If steering with bellows would be coupled to
the displacement of the catheter, FTL motion could be achieved
by steering with hydraulic forces that could also be used to hold
the path configuration.
An interesting locking mechanism that could be applied for
FTL motion is the pneumatic expansion of tubes to lock
segments in their orientation of the device shown in Fig. 11c
[88]. Alternating devices, such as the devices shown in Fig. 4f
and 7d, could use this locking mechanism to memorize the
shape.
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FTL motion as a combination between tool and shaft
propagation: Many of the reviewed solutions are designed to
act as a guide for other instruments, such as biopsy forceps.
While this review focused solely on devices with the shaft that
performs FTL motion, it is possible that a surgical instrument,
inserted through a working channel of the shaft, could take the
role of the leader segment, thereby creating a combination
instrument/shaft FTL device. This could be advantageous from
a human-machine interface perspective, as the forward
propagation of the shaft as a whole would be intrinsically tied
to the pose of the inserted instrument instead of being a
separately-controlled function.
FTL devices with nonmedical applications: As stated in the
introduction, many FTL devices have a nonmedical application.
This often means that their design is not applicable to medical
devices. A few exceptions have been found for FTL devices that
have similar design constraints or have the potential to be
miniaturized. The device presented by Dong et al. features an
inspection/repair robot for gas turbines [89]. Some of the
specifications are a minimum of 25 DOF, maximum tip
diameter of 15 mm, and 1200 mm arm length. The device is
steered with cables by actuators outside the segments, advances
in a shifting manner with a motor, and applies a software
constraint where the steering actuation holds the configuration.
Another device, designed for search and rescue operations, uses
so-called growth navigation [90], Fig. 12. The steering is
achieved by increasing the length of the device on one side. A
pump with air pressure supplied actuates the increase in length.
The device advances in a deploying manner with air pressure,

Fig. 12. Soft robot with growth navigation. a) A schematic side-section view of
the deploying robot. Air is pumped into the device, reeling out the stored tubing
as it everts from the center. b) Picture of the device. c) Steering mechanism.
The device has control chambers on the outer edge that contain a series of
latches. These latches pinch the outer edge of the control chamber, essentially
decreasing its length. The latches behave differently depending on their
position (side or tip) and the state of the control chamber (depressurized or
pressurized), giving four States. Adapted from [90].
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and the shape is conserved by a physical constraint where air
pressure holds the configuration of the device. The device is
also able to retract from a straight position.
E. Commercially available instruments
Four of the devices found in the literature are or were
commercially available. In 1996, Buckingham and Graham
presented the first prototype of a device that had servo motors
embedded inside the segments [31]. According to the authors'
evaluation, the manipulator had to be five times smaller and
place the actuation outside the main body of the device to be
used for surgeries. The authors suggested having a device with
actuators outside the shaft would help miniaturization. In 2002
Buckingham presented the commercialized version of the
prototype proposed in 1996: OC Robotics. The OC Robotics 10
DOF snake arm robot is a tendon-driven device with actuators
outside the shaft and is commercially available for search and
rescue or repair operations [91]. In 2003, OC Robotics patented
FTL technology for medical devices [38] and was awarded for
NOTES robotic development in 2011 [92]. OC Robotics was
mentioned in a review in 2012 [93], including one medical
device, but so far, there are no FTL medical devices
commercially available from OC Robotics.
Another patented device presented by Saadat et al. is
affiliated with USGI Medical® [39]. The patent contains a
shape locking mechanism that is used in the commercially
available catheter from USGI medical® [94]. However, the
commercialized catheter does not have a propagating
mechanism and associated shape conservation method as
described in the patent.
Another device was patented by Donhowe et al. [40] in 2013
and today is commercially provided by Intuitive Surgical® as
Ion™ [95]. The device, used in bronchoscopy to perform
biopsies in the lungs, has a shaft diameter of 3.5 mm and uses
path planning before the intervention with the help of a
computed tomography scan to pre-plan its insertion and the
retraction. The path is, therefore, predefined and cannot be
changed during navigation. Moreover, Ion™ bases its
propagation on the surrounding anatomies, and a shape lock
mechanism provides rigid support for the biopsy needle. A fiber
optic shape sensor measures the full shape of the device during
the insertion. A multicenter study is ongoing, but positive
preliminary results have already been published [96], [97].
Virtuoso surgical is a start-up [98] basing its technology on
the concentric tube robot presented in the work of Gilbert et al.
[66]. The system is intended to enhance dexterity compared to
rigid endoscopes when operating in a single port surgery. Even
if the FTL motion seems to have not yet been implemented in
the system, future works could propose new generations of
endoscopes able to follow and memorize the desired path.
Finally, the HARP, presented by Degani et al. (Fig. 4f), is
provided by Medrobotics® (MA, USA) as Flex® Robotic
System [99]. The Flex® Robotic System has been tested in
cadaveric transoral surgery [76] and evaluated in its
performance in various studies [100], showing promising
results in colon rectus inspections and in transoral procedures
where the mouth is used as the entry port for the surgical
procedure [101], [102].
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F. The future of FTL medical devices
Most of the works analyzed in this review, 35 out of 43, have
been published within the last ten years. This indicates that the
field of FTL medical devices is still in the development phase
and that new solutions are expected in the upcoming years.
With the advent of soft robotics, research on new materials is
being carried out, opening the way to new possibilities for FTL
devices. Shape memory alloys (SMA) are widely used in the
medical field due to their MRI- and bio-compatibility. In this
review, an example of their application is given by Arora et al.
[25] that use SMA wires to steer their device. Electro-active
polymers (EAP) change their stiffness depending on the applied
voltage, and they represent a valid alternative to conventional
actuation methods. However, even if widely used in general
purpose soft robotics [103], EAP scarcely find their application
in medical devices due to their need for high voltage, low
response time, and low exerted forces [104]. Elastomers such
as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) are often used in soft robotic
systems for minimally invasive surgery [104] due to their low
cost, easy availability, and MRI-compatibility. Elastomers are
often used in Flexible Fluidic Actuators (FFA), allowing
changes in stiffness using air or liquids and avoiding electrical
sources [105], [106]. These properties could be used to create
an FTL motion in concentric mechanisms. Interesting materials
that find application in medical devices are hydrogels.
Hydrogels respond to temperature, chemical, magnetic, or
electrical stimuli by expanding or shrinking, changing their
rigidity and shape [107]. Interesting results have been achieved
in the fabrication of soft grippers [108], [109], showing
potential for FTL medical devices.
An important aspect that must be taken into consideration is
the use of devices as disposable or reusable instruments.
Looking at robotic systems, such as the da VinciÒ robotic
system (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA), having
robotic arms with embedded electronics and miniaturized
components leads to a short life span for the instruments and
high costs of maintenance [110]. In this scenario, additive
manufacturing technology, also known as 3D printing, could
open new opportunities for disposable and customized shafts
and end-effectors due to the possibility of modifying the design
considering surgeon’s and patient’s needs [111]–[113]. The
implementation of this new technology, together with the
implementation of FTL motion in surgical devices, represents a
step forward to more personalized medicine.
V. CONCLUSION
FTL motion was divided into three fundamental sub-functions:
steering, propagation, and conservation. As each sub-function
has two types of solutions, eight combinations are possible, of
which only half were found in the literature. Despite being often
proposed in medical devices, no FTL devices were found based
on pneumatic mechanisms. Device specifications were mostly
task-specific although some patterns were apparent for certain
design choices. For example, a smaller diameter was chosen for
devices with actuators outside the body, in particular pre-curved
concentric tube devices. The largest number of DOF per
actuator was achieved by devices using hardware constraints to
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conserve their shape. FTL devices have great potential in the
medical field, especially in procedures with abnormal
anatomies and unpredictable situations. In this work, we
provided a detailed overview of the solutions currently
available for FTL devices, reflecting on current limitations and
future perspectives. This review offers the foundation that will
aid in the development of an innovative generation of medical
devices.
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